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For a plane wave incident on either a Luneburg lens or a modified Luneburg lens, the magnitude and phase of
the transmitted electric field are calculated as a function of the scattering angle in the context of ray theory. It
is found that the ray trajectory and the scattered intensity are not uniformly convergent in the vicinity of edge
ray incidence on a Luneburg lens, which corresponds to the semiclassical phenomenon of orbiting. In addition,
it is found that rays transmitted through a large-focal-length modified Luneburg lens participate in a far-zone
rainbow, the details of which are exactly analytically soluble in ray theory. Using these results, the Airy theory
of the modified Luneburg lens is derived and compared with the Airy theory of the rainbows of a homogeneous
sphere. © 2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 080.2710, 080.5692.

1. INTRODUCTION
A Luneburg lens is a dielectric sphere whose refractive index decreases from a large value at the center of the
sphere to the index of the surrounding medium at its surface [1] in such a way that, in the context of ray theory, an
electromagnetic plane wave incident on the lens focuses
at the axial point on the shadowed side of the lens surface. A practical application of such a lens is that if a point
source of radiation were placed on the sphere surface, a
family of parallel rays with flat phase fronts would exit
the other side of the lens and act as a highly directional
outgoing beam [2–4]. A modified Luneburg lens is obtained by changing in concert both the value of the refractive index at the center of the sphere and the falloff rate
so that a plane wave incident on such an inhomogeneous
sphere would focus on the axis either at a point inside the
sphere [5] or outside it, if it were not for spherical aberration produced as the converging rays exit the lens on
their way to the exterior focal point. An alternative modified Luneburg lens, which will not be considered here, has
a different radial variation of refractive index that compensates for the spherical aberration so that an incident
plane wave focuses to a point outside the lens [4,6–8].
This is the first in a series of papers [9,10] examining a
wide range of phenomena occurring when an electromagnetic plane wave is scattered by either a Luneburg lens or
a modified Luneburg lens. In particular, a number of interesting effects occur that are impossible for scattering of
a plane wave by a homogeneous sphere. For example,
when the lens’s focal length is larger than its radius, a
rainbow occurs for light transmitted through a modified
Luneburg lens, whereas for scattering by a homogeneous
sphere, rainbows occur only for rays making one or more
internal reflections. When the lens’s focal length and radius are equal, the rainbow evolves into an orbiting ray
[11,12]. If the focal length becomes smaller than the radius, the orbiting ray evolves into a family of morphologydependent resonances (MDRs). The transmission rainbow
1084-7529/08/122971-9/$15.00

is analyzed in this paper using both ray theory and Airy
theory. In the other two papers in this series [9,10] the orbiting ray is examined using the physical optics model
where the wavefront exiting the Luneburg lens is Fraunhofer diffracted to the scattering far zone. In addition,
both the orbiting ray and MDRs are examined (i) using
the effective potential approach and (ii) approximating
the continuously varying refractive index with a finely
stratified multilayer sphere.
The body of this paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2
the geometry of a Luneburg lens is described. In Sections
3–5 the ray trajectories, the scattered amplitude, and the
phase are derived when the transmitted rays focus on the
lens surface 共f = 1兲, inside the lens 共f ⬍ 1兲, and outside the
lens 共f ⬎ 1兲, respectively. In Section 6 the Airy theory of
the transmission rainbow is developed and discussed. Finally, in Section 7 the principal results of this paper are
briefly recounted.

2. GEOMETRY
Consider a sphere of radius a centered at the origin of an
x , y , z coordinate system with the radially inhomogeneous
refractive index profile [1]:
N共r兲 = 关2 − 共r/a兲2兴1/2 .

共1兲

Such a sphere is called a Luneburg lens, and its refractive
index profile is graphed in Fig. 1. The medium external to
the Luneburg lens is assumed to be air with refractive index N = 1. The refractive index varies approximately parabolically for r Ⰶ a, and it has a finite nonzero slope at r
= a. A family of incident rays with amplitude E0, wavelength , and wave number k = 2 /  propagate in the external medium parallel to the z axis from negative z toward positive z and are incident on the Luneburg lens, as
is shown in Fig. 2(a). As the rays are transmitted through
the lens, they focus at the axial point 共z , 兲 = 共a , 0兲 on the
shadowed side of the lens, where  is the radial coordinate
© 2008 Optical Society of America
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spherical aberration caustic by the refraction of the converging rays as they leave the lens at r = a on their way to
the focal point. This behavior is suggested in Fig. 2(c).

3. RAY SCATTERING FOR f = 1
A. Ray Trajectories
The transmitted ray path inside the Luneburg lens is described in terms of polar coordinates r共兲 where  = 0 on
the positive z axis and  increases toward the positive x
axis. Let  be the angle between the radius vector and the
forward propagation direction of the ray at any point on
its path. (This geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 of [13]
with  replaced by  and  replaced by  there.) Since ray
trajectories conserve angular momentum, each ray path
satisfies [13]
Fig. 1. Refractive index of a modified Luneburg lens as a function of r / a for f = 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1.

in the xy plane. For simplicity, in this paper I will refer to
the ray trajectories in the xz plane where the z axis is
horizontal and the x axis is vertical. The geometry of the
system in three dimensions can then be obtained by rotating Figs. 2(a)–2(c) about the z axis. Since the refractive
index profile of the Luneburg lens is radially inhomogeneous, the transmitted ray paths inside the lens are
curved. It has been shown that each of these curved paths
is a portion of an ellipse passing through the focal point
and having a horizontal tangent at the point where the
incoming ray enters the sphere [5].
Consider also the family of modified Luneburg lenses of
radius a with the refractive index profile
N共r兲 = 关1 + f2 − 共r/a兲2兴1/2/f.

共2兲

These profiles are also graphed in Fig. 1 for f = 0.9 and 1.1.
It has been shown that each of the transmitted curved ray
paths inside the lens is again a portion of an ellipse [5],
and if f ⬍ 1, the transmitted rays focus inside the lens at
the axial point 共z , x兲 = 共fa , 0兲 as is shown in Fig. 2(b). The
case f = 1 is the Luneburg lens of Eq. (1). For f ⬎ 1, consider how the ray trajectories would look if the refractive
index variation of Eq. (2) applied for r 艋 a only when z
⬎ 0 and for all space when z 艌 0. The transmitted rays
would again focus at 共z , x兲 = 共fa , 0兲. But for a spherical f
⬎ 1 modified Luneburg lens in air where Eq. (2) is valid
for z 艋 a on both the illuminated and the shadowed sides
of the sphere, the point focus is distorted into a near-zone

Fig. 2.

rN共r兲sin共兲 = b,

共3兲

where b is a constant that will shortly be shown to be the
incident ray impact parameter. The ray propagation
equation in polar coordinates is then [13]
dr/d = r关共rN/b兲2 − 1兴1/2 .

共4兲

A ray trajectory is labeled by the angle of incidence ␤ that
an incoming ray makes with the normal to the sphere surface. Since N共a兲 = 1 for both a Luneburg lens and a modified Luneburg lens, no refraction or reflection of the ray
occurs at the sphere surface as it enters or leaves the lens,
and the impact parameter of the ray is
b = a sin共␤兲.

共5兲

This impact parameter is illustrated in Fig. 4 of [14].
As was mentioned above, the path of a ray inside a
Luneburg lens is a portion of an ellipse. However, the
axes of that ellipse are rotated by the angle ␣ with respect
to the z , x laboratory axes. This is evident in Figs.
2(a)–2(c) and in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of [5]. Consider a
second coordinate system z⬘ , x⬘ rotated by this angle ␣
with respect to zx so that

⬘ =  − ␣ ,

共6兲

and ␣ is positive when z⬘ is rotated from the z axis toward
the x axis. The trajectory of the transmitted ray path can
be straightforwardly derived in the z⬘ , x⬘ coordinate system in the following way. An ellipse centered on the origin
in the rotated coordinate system with its axes along the z⬘
and x⬘ directions is given by

Ray trajectories through a modified Luneburg lens for (a) f = 1.0, (b) f = 0.75, and (c) f = 1.25.
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r2 cos2共⬘兲/共a2A兲 + r2 sin2共⬘兲/共a2B兲 = 1,

共7兲

where A and B are arbitrary. The ellipse parameters A
and B and the rotation angle ␣ of the z⬘ , x⬘ axes with respect to the laboratory z , x axes are determined by imposing three conditions on Eq. (7): (i) the focal point of the
rays at 共z , x兲 = 共a , 0兲 in the original coordinate system lies
on the ellipse, (ii) the slope of the ellipse is zero at the
point in the original coordinate system where the ray enters the lens 共z , x兲 = 共−a cos共␤兲 , a sin共␤兲兲, and (iii) the trajectory satisfies Eq. (4) for ray propagation with the refractive index profile given by Eq. (1) and the impact
parameter b given by Eq. (5). It is found that a positive
value of ␤ for a ray incident on the top half of the lens corresponds to a negative value of ␣. After a reasonably large
amount of algebra, the ray trajectory is the ellipse of Eq.
(7) with

␤ = − 2␣ ,

共8a兲

A = 1 + cos共␤兲,

共8b兲

B = 1 − cos共␤兲.

共8c兲

The equation for the ray trajectory in the laboratory z , x
coordinate system expressed in terms of the polar coordinates r ,  then simplifies to
r共兲 = a sin共␤兲/关1 − cos共␤兲cos共2 + ␤兲兴1/2

共9兲

for 0 艋  艋  − ␤. The ray enters the sphere at  =  − ␤ and
exits at  = 0. For future reference, the curved ray path
reaches its closest approach to the origin at the angle

0 = 共 − ␤兲/2,

共10兲

and the distance of closest approach to the origin is
r0 = r共0兲 = a关1 − cos共␤兲兴1/2 .

共11兲

The trajectory is symmetric about the angle 0.
B. Scattering Angle and Scattered Intensity
Let the scattering angle  be the angle between the path
of a ray after it has exited the Luneburg lens and the positive z axis. After a ray incident on the top half of the lens
has been transmitted through it, its exit direction lies between the positive z and negative x axes, as is shown in
Fig. 4 of [14]. Such a ray is defined to have positive .
Since each ray exits the lens at exit = 0, conservation of
angular momentum given by Eqs. (3) and (5) immediately
yields

=␤

for 0 艋  艋 /2.

共12兲

This is the simplest relation possible between an incoming ray’s impact parameter and the scattering angle of the
corresponding outgoing ray. As a result, it may be argued
that transmission through a Luneburg lens represents
the simplest case of ray scattering.
As is commonly done for scattering by a homogeneous
sphere, the Luneburg lens scattered intensity Iscat共兲 can
be easily obtained using flux conservation [15,16]. If the
intensity of the incident plane wave is I0 and a detector
recording the scattered light is in the far zone a distance

2973

R from the origin of coordinates, flux conservation applied
to the transmitted light gives
Iscat共兲 = 共I0a2/R2兲sin共␤兲cos共␤兲T共兲/关sin共兲兩d/d␤兩兴,
共13兲
which simplifies to [14]
Iscat共兲 = 共I0a2/R2兲cos共兲T共兲
=0

for /2 艋  艋  ,

for 0 艋  艋 /2,
共14兲

where T共兲 is the fraction of the incident light intensity
transmitted through the lens. The magnitude of the scattered electric field Escat共兲 is the square root of Eq. (14).
Whenever a ray encounters an interface between two
different refractive indices, part of the ray amplitude is
refracted, part is reflected, and the refracted ray changes
its direction in accordance with Snell’s law. Since the refractive index inside the Luneburg lens is a function of r,
the continual change in direction of the transmitted ray
becomes the elliptical ray path, and reflected rays are in
principle produced at every point along this curved trajectory. One can show, however, that T共兲 = 1 in the  → 0 ray
theory limit. The argument is outlined as follows. Since a
ray trajectory in the Luneburg lens is symmetric about 0,
the ray encounters the same refractive index profile for
 − ␤ 艌  艌 0 and for 0 艌  艌 0. When one decomposes the
Luneburg lens into a finely stratified multilayer sphere,
then multiplies together all the transmission coefficients
along the ray path through the multilayer sphere, and finally lets the number of layers go to infinity, one obtains
T共兲 = 1 for both polarizations. The transmitted ray thus
suffers no loss in amplitude and acquires only a phase
shift as it passes through the Luneburg lens. This result
relied on the fact that all the reflected rays produced at
interface changes propagate in different directions. In
contrast to this, T is nonzero and can approach unity for a
plane-parallel Bragg grating where ray propagation occurs only in one dimension and the reflected rays add coherently.
Since the scattered electric field Escat共兲 is proportional
to 共cos 兲1/2 as in Fig. 3, the slope of Escat is infinite when
␤ =  / 2. This divergence is known as a weak caustic [17].
Such an effect also occurs in scattering of a plane wave by
an air bubble in water at the transition from partial to total external reflection. A number of interesting scattering
effects occur in the vicinity of this weak caustic. It will be
shown in Subsection 4.B. and Section 5 that both the scattering angle and the scattered intensity of a modified
Luneburg lens are not uniformly convergent in the vicinity of f → 1 and ␤ →  / 2; i.e., the result depends on the order in which the two limits are taken. In addition, as is
seen in Fig. 2(a) for f = 1 and ␤ =  / 2, the ray incident at
the edge of the Luneburg lens travels in a circular arc
with r = a for a quarter of a revolution according to Eq. (9)
and exits the lens at  =  / 2 according to Eq. (12). But intuitively, it would seem that there should be no special
reason why such a ray traveling in a circular trajectory on
the surface of the Luneburg lens must break free of the
surface only at  =  / 2. One could argue that the ray could
equally well propagate along the circumference of the lens
for any number of revolutions shedding secondary rays as
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L = a共1 + /2兲,

共17兲

which is independent of ␤, producing constructive interference of all the rays at the focal point. In addition, each
transmitted ray participates in the point focus as it
crosses the z axis, acquiring a non-path-length phase of
− according to the van de Hulst rules [18]. Combining
Eq. (14) for the amplitude of the transmitted light and Eq.
(16) for the phase of the transmitted light and adding the
Fraunhofer diffraction of a plane wave by a sphere of radius a, the total electric field in ray theory is then
Escat共兲 = 共E0a/R兲共cos 兲1/2 exp兵i关kR + xL共/2 − cos共兲兲 − 兴其
+ i共E0a/R兲xL关J1共xL兲/共xL兲兴
⫻exp共ikR兲 for 0 艋  艋 /2,
Fig. 3. Ray intensity as a function of the scattering angle  for
f = 0.90 (dot-dashed curve), f = 0.99 (dot-dot-dashed curve), f = 1.0
(solid curve), f = 1.01 (dotted curve), and f = 1.10 (dashed curve).
For f = 1.01 the rainbow angle is R = 78.61°, and for f = 1.10 the
rainbow angle is R = 55.74°.

it does, in qualitatively much the same way that a Fock
transition is associated with the shedding of electromagnetic surface waves [14]. It will be shown in [9] that the
edge ray exhibits the semiclassical phenomenon of orbiting and traverses the sphere surface forever and is the
source of the smooth attenuation of Iscat共兲 for  艌  / 2 that
is found to occur when the situation is analyzed using
wave theory.
C. Phase of the Scattered Light
The optical path length along the curved trajectory of the
ray inside the Luneburg lens is

冕

Nds = a

冕

−␤

d sin共␤兲关1 − 2 cos共␤兲cos共2 + ␤兲

0

+ cos2共␤兲兴/关1 − cos共␤兲cos共2 + ␤兲兴2
= a关/2 + cos共␤兲兴,

共15兲

where ds is the differential arc length along the trajectory. The integrand in Eq. (15) is obtained by substituting
Eq. (9) for r共兲 into Eq. (1) for N共r兲 and Eq. (4) for dr / d
into the standard expression for the arc length expressed
in polar coordinates. Continuing the calculation of the
phase, the optical path length of an incident ray along its
trajectory from the lens’s entrance plane to the lens surface plus that of the associated outgoing ray from the lens
surface to the lens’s exit plane is 2a关1 − cos共兲兴. The phase
of the scattered ray is standardly written with respect to
the phase of a reference ray that propagates along the
negative z axis to the origin, turns, and then propagates
out at the scattering angle  as if the sphere were absent.
The optical path length of a ray along its trajectory from
the lens’s entrance plane to its exit plane with respect to
that of the reference ray is then
L = a关/2 − cos共兲兴.

共16兲

As a check of this calculation, the optical path length from
the lens’s entrance plane to the focal point is

=0

for /2 ⬍  艋  ,

共18兲

where the size parameter of the Luneburg lens is defined
as
xL = 2a/

共19兲

and J1 is a Bessel function.

4. RAY SCATTERING FOR f ⬍ 1
A. Ray Trajectories
The trajectory of a ray incident on a modified Luneburg
lens is again a portion of the ellipse of Eq. (7) in the z⬘ , x⬘
rotated coordinate system with the ellipse axes along the
z⬘ and x⬘ directions. As before, the two unknown ellipse
parameters A, B, in the z⬘ , x⬘ coordinate system and the
rotation angle ␣ of the z⬘ , x⬘ system with respect to the
laboratory z , x coordinate system are determined by the
constraints that (i) the focal point of the rays 共z , x兲
= 共fa , 0兲 lies on the ellipse, (ii) the slope of the ellipse is
zero where the incident ray enters the lens at 共z , x兲
= 共−a cos共␤兲 , a sin共␤兲兲, and (iii) the path satisfies the ray
propagation condition of Eqs. (4) and (5). After a reasonably large amount of algebra one obtains
sin共2␣兲 = − sin共2␤兲/D,

共20a兲

cos共2␣兲 = 关f2 + cos共2␤兲兴/D,

共20b兲

A = 共1 + f2 + D兲/2,

共20c兲

B = 共1 + f2 − D兲/2,

共20d兲

where
D = 关f4 + 2f2 cos共2␤兲 + 1兴1/2 .

共21兲

In Eqs. (20a) and (20b) care must be taken when approaching the limits f → 1 and ␤ →  / 2 since D → 0 there.
The trajectory of a ray inside the lens in polar coordinates
in the laboratory coordinate system is
r共兲 = 21/2fa sin共␤兲/关1 + f2 − D cos共2 − 2␣兲兴1/2

共22兲

for ␤ + 2␣ 艋  艋  − ␤. The ray enters the sphere at  =  − ␤
and it exits at  = ␤ + 2␣. The ray makes its closest approach to the origin halfway along the trajectory when

James A. Lock
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0 = /2 + ␣ ,

共23兲

and the distance of closest approach to the origin is
r0 = r共0兲 = aB1/2 .

exit = ␤ + 2␣ ,

共25兲

the ray trajectories satisfy 兩2␣ 兩 ⬎ ␤ for this geometry. The
scattering angle can then be obtained from conservation
of angular momentum and geometrical considerations,
giving

 = ␤ − exit = − 2␣ .

共26兲

This relation is graphed in Fig. 4. For future reference,
Eqs. (20a) and (26) can be used to obtain
d/d␤ = 2关1 + f2 cos共2␤兲兴/D2 .

共27兲

Since we are considering f ⬍ 1 here, Eq. (27) gives d / d␤
⬎ 0. Thus  is a monotonically increasing function of ␤. As
is seen in Fig. 4, as ␤ →  / 2 the scattering angle  sharply
increases toward 180°. This behavior is also evident in
Fig. 2(b). For scattering of a plane wave by a homogeneous sphere, the scattering angle is standardly written
[19] as a function of the angle of incidence ␤, and the relation 共␤兲 can be analytically inverted to give ␤共兲 only
for external reflection and transmission. In like manner,
Eqs. (20b) and (26) for transmission through a modified
Luneburg lens can be inverted to obtain the angle of incidence ␤ as a function of the scattering angle ; i.e.,
cos共2␤兲 = cos共兲关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2 − f2 sin2共兲.

This analytical invertibility will have significant physical
consequences in Section 5 for the case f ⬎ 1. Again for future reference, one may write D in terms of  as
D = f2 cos共兲 + 关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2 .

共24兲

B. Scattering Angle and Scattered Intensity
Since rays incident on the top half of the Luneburg lens
focus at 共z , x兲 = 共fa , 0兲 inside the lens, they exit on the bottom half of the lens where exit ⬍ 0. Since Eqs. (3) and (5)
require that

共28兲

2975

共29兲

The scattered intensity can again be obtained from flux
conservation in terms of  alone using Eqs. (13) and (27)–
(29). One obtains
Iscat共兲 = 共I0a2/4R2兲兵f2 cos共兲
+ 关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2其2/关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2

共30兲

for 0 艋  艋 . One can now easily observe the nonuniform
convergence of the scattering angle in the vicinity of f = 1
and ␤ =  / 2. First, it has already been shown that for f
= 1 the scattering angle  monotonically increases from 0
to  / 2 as ␤ increases from 0 to  / 2. But when f ⬍ 1 Eqs.
(20a), (20b), and (26) show that  monotonically increases
from 0 to  as ␤ increases from 0 to  / 2. The central ray
propagates straight through the modified Luneburg lens
and gives  = 0, and the edge ray traces out half of an ellipse inside the lens and is scattered with  = . In addition, the derivative of the scattered electric field for f = 1
diverged at  =  / 2. But for f ⬍ 1, the intensity is smoothly
attenuated in the vicinity of  =  / 2. Specifically, if f = 1
−  with  Ⰶ 1, the scattered intensity at  =  / 2 is
Iscat共/2兲 = I0a21/2/共2R2兲,

共31兲

and at  =  it has decreased to
Iscat共兲 = I0a22/R2 .

共32兲

This behavior is apparent in Fig. 3.
C. Phase of the Scattered Light
The calculation of the optical path length of a ray inside
the modified Luneburg lens for f ⬍ 1 is more complicated
than for f = 1. But fortunately the integrals can still be
evaluated analytically. One obtains

冕

Nds = 2a

冕

−␤

exit

d sin共␤兲兵共1 + f2兲/关1 + f2 − D cos共2 − 2␣兲兴

− 2f sin2共␤兲/关1 + f2 − D cos共2 − 2␣兲兴2其
2

= 关a共1 + f2兲/f兴关/2 − arctan共M/P兲1/2兴 + a cos共␤兲, 共33兲
where
M = D + f2 − 1,

共34a兲

P = D − f2 + 1.

共34b兲

The integrand of Eq. (33) was obtained using the same
substitutions as were made in obtaining the integrand of
Eq. (15). As a check of Eq. (33), the optical path length
from the entrance plane to the focal point inside the lens
is
L = 关1 + 共1 + f2兲/4f兴,
Fig. 4. Scattering angle  as a function of the ray angle of incidence ␤ for f = 0.90 (dot-dashed curve), f = 0.99 (dot-dot-dashed
curve), f = 1.0 (solid curve), f = 1.01 (dotted curve), and f = 1.10
(dashed curve).

共35兲

which is again independent of ␤, producing constructive
interference of all the rays at the focal point. Combining
Eqs. (30) and (33), including the phase of the incoming
ray from the lens entrance plane to the lens surface, the
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phase of the corresponding outgoing ray from the lens
surface to the lens exit plane, subtracting off the phase of
the reference ray, and adding in Fraunhofer diffraction of
a plane wave by a sphere of radius a, one obtains
Escat共兲 = 共E0a/2R兲exp共i⌽兲兵f2 cos共兲
+ 关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2其/关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/4
+ i共E0a/R兲xL关J1共xL兲/共xL兲兴exp共ikR兲,

共36兲

where
⌽ = kR + xL兵关共1 + f2兲/f兴关/2 − arctan共M/P兲1/2兴 − cos共␤兲其 −  ,

ally like to know in ray theory is the scattered intensity
as a function of the scattering angle, i.e., Iscat共兲. But
when 共␤兲 is not analytically invertible, as is the case for
one internal reflection for scattering by a homogeneous
sphere, one is forced to live with the inconvenient situation of having both Iscat and  being functions of ␤. One
either has to obtain ␤共兲 numerically or approximate it in
a small interval via a Taylor series expansion, and then
substitute the result into Iscat共␤兲. For the f ⬎ 1 modified
Luneburg lens, the goal of obtaining Iscat as a function of 
is achieved as a result of the analytical invertibility of
共␤兲 in Eq. (40). One obtains

共37兲

Iscat共兲 = 共I0a2/4R2兲兵f2 cos共兲

and cos共␤兲 can be obtained as a function of  using Eq.
(28).

+ 关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2其2/关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2
for 0 艋 ␤ 艋 ␤R ,

5. SCATTERING ANGLE, INTENSITY, AND
PHASE FOR f ⬎ 1
For f ⬎ 1, rays incident on the upper half of the lens also
exit the lens above the z axis, crossing the z axis outside
the lens and producing a near-zone transmission caustic,
in contrast to the point focus for f 艋 1. This is suggested in
Fig. 2(c). The parameters A, B, and ␣ for the shape of the
elliptical ray trajectory inside the lens are again given by
Eqs. (20a)–(20d), the exit angle is again given by Eq. (25),
and the scattering angle is again given by Eq. (26). Since
Eqs. (21) and (27) dictate that d / d␤ ⬍ 1, the ray trajectories satisfy 兩␣ 兩 ⬍ 2␤ for this geometry. In contrast to the
case of f = 1 where the grazing incidence ray traveled on
the surface of the lens for a quarter revolution before
breaking free, the grazing incidence ray now merely
touches the surface of the lens and is scattered at  = 0.
This can be seen in Fig. 2(c) and in Fig. 4 where  quickly
decreases to zero as ␤ →  / 2. As a consequence, from Eq.
(27), the rays transmitted through an f ⬎ 1 modified
Luneburg lens exhibit a rainbow [20], i.e., d / d␤ = 0, when

=共I0a2/4R2兲兵f2 cos共兲
− 关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2其2/关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2

共41兲

for ␤R 艋 ␤ 艋 /2.

corresponding to the Descartes rainbow scattering angle

The magnitude of the scattering amplitude E± is obtained
by taking the square root of Eq. (41).
Again one can easily observe the nonuniform convergence of both the scattering angle and the scattered intensity in the vicinity of f = 1 and ␤ =  / 2. As is seen in Fig. 4,
for f ⬍ 1 the scattering angle of the ␤ =  / 2 edge ray incident on the lens was , for f = 1 it was  / 2, and now for
f ⬎ 1 it is 0. Also, if f Ⰷ 1 the rainbow impact parameter ␤R
is near  / 4 and the rainbow scattering angle R is near 0.
But when f decreases to f = 1 +  with  Ⰶ 1, the rainbow
migrates to larger scattering angles. This is seen in Fig. 3,
where for f = 1.10, R = 55.74° and for f = 1.01, R = 78.61° In
both cases the rays for ␤ ⬎ ␤R rapidly damp to zero for 
⬍ R, whereas the rays for ␤ ⬍ ␤R produce an intensity as
a function of  that differs only minimally from the f = 1
case. As f → 1, the ray theory divergence of the intensity at
the rainbow angle occurs at

sin共R兲 = 1/f2 .

R = /2 − 21/2 .

cos共2␤R兲 = − 1/f2 ,

共38兲

共39兲

Although a transmission rainbow cannot occur for a
plane wave incident on a homogeneous sphere, it can occur when the high symmetry of that situation is broken in
any one of a number of ways, such as when the sphere is
distorted into a spheroid or when the incident wavefronts
are converging rather than flat [21]. Allowing the sphere
to be radially inhomogeneous is yet another way to break
the symmetry. Other N共r兲 profiles that give rise to interesting rainbow phenomena for one or more internal reflections have been investigated in [22,23]. Equations
(20b) and (26), which express the scattering angle  as a
function of the impact parameter ␤, can again be analytically inverted to give
cos共2␤兲 = − f2 sin2共兲 ± cos共兲关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2 ,

共40兲

where the upper/lower sign corresponds to supernumerary rays with smaller/larger impact parameters. This has
significant implications. Specifically, what one would ide-

共42兲

On the other hand, when the f = 1 limit is taken first, the
scattered intensity at  =  / 2 is zero.
In analogy to Eq. (33), the phase of the two supernumerary rays for f ⬎ 1 is
⌽± = xL兵关共1 + f2兲/f兴关/2 − arctan共M±/P±兲1/2兴 − cos共␤兲其 + ± ,
共43兲
where
D± = f2 cos共兲 ± 关1 − f4 sin2共兲兴1/2 ,

共44a兲

M± = D± + f2 − 1,

共44b兲

P± = D± − f2 + 1,

共44c兲

and cos共␤兲 can be obtained as a function of  using Eq.
(40). Again the upper/lower sign in Eqs. (43) and (44a)–
(44c) corresponds to the supernumerary ray with smaller/
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larger impact parameter. In addition, the non-path-length
phase is

⌽共␤兲 = ⌽R − 21/2xL共␤ − ␤R兲2/关f共f2 − 1兲1/2兴
− 23/2xL共f2 + 2兲共␤ − ␤R兲3/关3f共f2 − 1兲共f2 + 1兲1/2兴

for 0 艋 ␤ ⬍ ␤R ,

± = − 
=− /2

for ␤R ⬍ ␤ 艋 /2,

+ O关共␤ − ␤R兲4兴,
共45兲

using the van de Hulst rules [18] since the smaller impact
parameter supernumerary rays both cross the z axis and
participate in the near-zone transmission caustic,
whereas the larger impact parameter supernumerary
rays cross the z axis without participating in the transmission caustic.
By calculating the intersection coordinates of two rays
with infinitesmally close incident impact parameters, the
shape of the transmission caustic is found to be
z/a = K cos共2␣兲cos共␤兲 − sin共2␣兲sin共␤兲,

共46a兲

x/a = K sin共2␣兲cos共␤兲 + cos共2␣兲sin共␤兲,

共46b兲
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共52兲

where ⌽R is the optical path length portion of (43) evaluated at the rainbow angle. Let

␤ = ␤R + 

for the larger-impact-parameter

supernmerary ray,
= ␤R − 

for the smaller-impact-parameter

supernumerary ray,

共53兲

where  Ⰶ 1. Then starting from the expression for tan共兲
given by Eqs. (20a), (20b), and (26), the relation between 
and ⌬ is found to be
 = 共f4 − 1兲1/4共⌬/2兲1/2 ± ⌬/2 + O共⌬3/2兲.

共54兲

Combining Eqs. (52)–(54) one finally obtains

with
K = D2/兵2关1 + f2 cos共2␤兲兴其

共47兲

and where D is given as a function of ␤ in Eq. (21). The
coordinates of the tip of the caustic are xc = 0 and zc
= a共1 + f2兲 / 2, and as is suggested in Fig. 2(c), the caustic
opens toward +z rather than opening toward the lens as
does the transmission caustic of a homogeneous sphere.
The two curved arms of the caustic of Eqs. (46a) and (46b)
evolve into the transmission rainbow and approach infinity as the scattering angle approaches R. In the vicinity
of the paraxial focus, the shape of the caustic becomes the
cusp:
x = ± 关共4/3兲共z − zc兲兴3/2/关共f2 − 1兲共f2 + 1兲1/2兴.

共48兲

⌽±共兲 = ⌽R − xL⌬ sin共␤R兲 ± 2xL⌬3/2/3h1/2 + O共⌬2兲, 共55兲
where
h = 4f2/关共f2 − 1兲3/2共f2 + 1兲1/2兴.

共56兲

The phase of Eq. (55) has the same form as does the oneinternal-reflection phase for scattering by a homogeneous
sphere in the vicinity of the rainbow [24] except for the
sign change of the second and third terms.
The first term in the Taylor series of the magnitudes E±
is obtained by expanding the square root of Eq. (41) in
powers of ⌬ about the rainbow angle. The result is
E± = 共E0a/2R兲关共f4 − 1兲3/8/共2⌬兲1/4兴关1 ± 共2⌬兲1/2/共f4 − 1兲1/4兴.
共57兲
Combining the magnitudes and phases, defining

6. AIRY THEORY DESCRIPTION OF THE
f ⬎ 1 RAINBOW

u ⬅ xL2/3⌬/h1/3 ,

and using the asymptotic forms of the Airy integral and
its derivative deep in the two-ray region [25],

In this section the ray theory electric field
Escat共兲 = E+exp共i⌽+兲 + E− exp共i⌽−兲

共49兲

is obtained in the vicinity of the rainbow by starting with
Eqs. (41) and (43) and expanding the magnitudes and
phases in powers of ⌬, where

 = R − ⌬

共50兲

and ⌬ Ⰶ 1, assuming the rainbow is not in the vicinity of
f = 1 and ␤ =  / 2 where D = 0. The first three nonzero terms
of the Taylor series expansion of the phase ⌽± of Eq. (43)
with respect to  about the rainbow angle R must be computed. It was found, however, to be easier to accomplish
this by first writing ⌽± as a function of ␤, evaluating the
derivatives of ⌽± with respect to ␤, and then substituting
in ␤ − ␤R as a function of  − R. These derivatives end up
being relatively uncomplicated, e.g.,
d⌽±/d␤ = xL sin共␤兲关1 − 共f4 − 1兲/D2兴,

共58兲

共51兲

where D is given as a function of ␤ in Eq. (21). The expansion of ⌽± is then

u1/41/2Ai共− u兲 → sin关共2u3/2/3兲 + /4兴,

共59a兲

− u−1/41/2Ai⬘共− u兲 → cos关共2u3/2/3兲 + /4兴,

共59b兲

one obtains
Escat共兲 = 共E0/kR兲关23/41/2共f2 + 1兲5/12/共2f兲1/6兴
⫻exp关i共⌽R − xL⌬ sin共␤R兲 − 3/4兲兴
⫻兵共f2 − 1兲1/2xL7/6Ai共− u兲
+ i25/6关f/共f2 + 1兲兴1/3xL5/6Ai⬘共− u兲其.

共60兲

This result merits a number of comments. The usual
way of deriving the Airy model of the one-internalreflection rainbow of a homogeneous sphere is to propagate the initially flat wavefront through the sphere, calculate the shape of the cubic wavefront at the sphere’s
exit plane at the rainbow scattering angle, and then
Fraunhofer diffract it to the scattering far zone. This was
not the method employed here to obtain Eq. (60). What
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was used instead was the fact that the asymptotic form of
the Airy theory rainbow far into the illuminated region
becomes the interference of two supernumerary rays. The
two rays in the supernumerary region and their interference pattern were obtained first and then were used to
work backward to obtain the electric field in the rainbow
region in terms of the Airy integral and its derivative.
This was also the procedure used in [26,27] to obtain the
Airy description of the rainbow reflected from the neck region of a pendant droplet. The validity of this procedure
was checked by applying it to the p − 1 internal reflection
rainbow of a homogeneous sphere. The results of both
CAM theory [28] and ray theory for the transverse electric polarization agreed with the asymptotic limit of Airy
theory, giving [29–31]
7/6
Escat共兲 ⬀ CxH
Ai共− u兲

+ i兵关2p2 − 共9 − p2兲S2兴/关6p4/3共p2 − 1兲1/3S4/3兴其
5/6
Ai⬘共− u兲,
⫻xH

共61兲

where
S = sin共␤R兲 = 关共p2 − N2兲/共p2 − 1兲兴1/2 ,

共62a兲

C = cos共␤R兲 = 关共N2 − 1兲/共p2 − 1兲兴1/2 ,

共62b兲

and xH is the size parameter of the homogeneous sphere
in analogy to Eq. (19) for the Luneburg lens. For scatter7/6
dependence of the
ing by a homogeneous sphere, the xH
scattered intensity is associated with Ai共−u兲 rather than
Ai⬘共−u兲 because the larger-impact-parameter supernumerary ray has a larger amplitude, a longer optical path
length, and a more negative non-path-length phase than
does the smaller-impact-parameter supernumerary ray.
The situation for the transmission rainbow of a modified
Luneburg lens is the opposite of this. The Ai共−u兲 term is
again proportional to x7/6
because the larger-impactL
parameter supernumerary ray has a smaller amplitude, a
shorter optical path length, and a more positive non-pathlength phase than does the smaller-impact-parameter supernumerary ray.
As f decreases but does not get too close to the nonuniform convergence point at f = 1, the dominant dependence
of the rainbow of Eq. (60) shifts from the x7/6
L Ai共−u兲 factor
Ai
共−u兲
factor.
As
a
result
the
rainbow’s peak
to the x5/6
⬘
L
intensity becomes less pronounced as a function of xL and
its supernumerary interference pattern becomes more
pronounced [32]. This is also the case for the TE polarization for the p − 1 internal reflection rainbow of a homogeneous sphere in the N → 1 limit and for the TM polarization of the p = 2 internal reflection rainbow [33] for N
⬇ 1.33. Even though the Taylor series expansions involved in the calculations leading to Eq. (60) are not valid
in the strict f → 1 limit, the growing supernumerary interference pattern for  ⬍ R will be seen in [9,10] to evolve
into the oscillatory portion of the Fresnel straight-edge
diffraction pattern [17] produced by the orbiting ray when
f = 1. Similarly, the rainbow’s complex ray contribution for
 ⬎ R, which in wave theory is on the classically forbidden side of the rainbow and smoothes the rainbow’s transition from the illuminated region to the shadowed region, will be seen to evolve into the monotonically

decreasing portion of the Fresnel straight-edge diffraction
pattern produced by the orbiting ray when f = 1. Last, the
decrease in the height of the main rainbow peak serves to
smoothly bridge these two limiting behaviors.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Both the Luneburg lens and the modified Luneburg lens
provide interesting and analytically soluble prototype examples of scattering of a plane wave by a sphere with a
radially inhomogeneous refractive index profile. They
have features in common with scattering by a homogeneous sphere. They also have new features that are due to
the fact that the ray paths inside the sphere are curved
and that demonstrate the richness of phenomena encountered in electromagnetic scattering. An intriguing scattering phenomenon of a Luneburg lens described in part
here and further pursued in [9,10] is the evolution of the
transmission rainbow for f ⬎ 1 to the orbiting ray for f = 1
to families of MDRs for f ⬍ 1 and the associated nonuniform convergence of both the ray intensity and ray trajectories inside the lens in the vicinity of this transition. The
way in which the divergences and discontinuities of ray
theory are smoothed by the diffractive behavior of light
waves will be derived and interpreted in the remaining
two papers in this series [34].
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